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3S
What then does this statue dignify?
V scribing the advantages of this X the heartiest demonstration up to that uniforms and carrying their pikes.
fives and other higlv personages. There does not permit human affairs to di- X that Albuquerque has decided
Their
their ffer the heirs to most of ihe thrones vert from the true patriotic course. X to play Santa Fe in this city X What manner of man does it repreX city and territory.. The postal X tin,:,-:.;:,-:'':''':- ,
passed
majesties
thrones and proceeded to the chain ot Kurope, a crown prince and win- - Expressing to you the appreciation of X on the Glorious Fourth. This X sent? What quallues does it embody?
X officials say the number ef X
8im6ceaks Through Clouds.
X cards sent through the local X
X means, that many fans and X What lesson does it convey?
Exactly at 10:30 o'clock booming of state on the south side of the altar cess of the German empire. Prince the members of the two patriotic
This
X pbstoffice today was enormous X guns announced that the king and wher they knelt at the footstools. .
statue is not the effigy of a soldier
the emperor's brother and his ders for your presence with us Flag X othen from the Duke City
,
X
come
.
X will
and the figures will he an- X queen were leaving the palace and by Then the service proper began. The princess; the Duke of Aosta, Prince Day, I am,
up here for the pa-- X who, by valiant deeds, did great ser- .
X geant and game.
X
It Bounced tomorrow.
X a. happy coincident which, however,! ancient ceremony, familiar for 1,200
i
Very sincerely yours,
become almost traditional. In yean was performed with the same
GEORGE S. KLOCK.
'Continued a Pace Three)
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
(Continued on Page 8.)
(By Special Leased TTlre to New Mexican)
London, Eng., June 23. King George
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The Little Store

WITHOUT

ft PARALLEL
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M.

IN NEW MEXICO.
Out upon the mesas wide
W here the sneaking coyotes lade,
And tne gentle breezes seld jm cs: se
To blow

Established

Every woman's heart responds to
the charm and sweetness of a baby's
voice, because nature intended her for
Sun Breaks Through Clouds
motnerhood.
But even the loving
New Mexico.
nature of a mother shrinks from the
as King and Queen Go
ordeal because such a time is regardThere are houses everywhere
ed as a period of suffering' and danger.
to Coronation
DENVER BREAD .
On the land that once was 'Mrc,
Women who use Mother's Friend are
are
we
j And the
left
that
pleasures
saved much discomfort and suffering,
Never missed.
and their systems, being thoroughly
MOOT ACCLAIM
MILLIONS
I Know In
Loaf"
prepared by this great remedy, are
On these broad and level plains
in a healthy condition to meet the
Nvar the Rocky Mountain rani
time with the least possible suffering
No Untoward Incidents Mar
TRY IT
Where the scenery is a joy you
and danger.
Mother's Friend is
Can": resist.
Magnificent Celebration
recommended only for the relief and J
comfort of expectant mothers ; it is In J
in London.
no sense a remedy for various ills, u
Here the bachelors in their nest
but
Are
not
its many 'years of success, and ;J
best,
living
always
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
the thousands of endorsements re- - M
June 22. ''Long Live Lut they're happy andso.contenrpd.
London,
ceived from women who have used it
Justly
George V. King by the Grace of God,
are a guarantee of the benefit to be j
Britof
Great
of the United Kingdom
derived from its use. This remedy , J
means
to
live
within
their
Just
Doain and Ireland and of' the British
uucs nui. accompiisn wonuers uui tiiu- - v
be::ns
cn
to
If
li''c
have
ttey
minion beyond the seas, Defender of
black
ply assists nature to perfect its work.
are
While
clothes
their
spotted
the Faith, Emperor of India."
Mother's Friend allays nausea, pre
with
And
white
dough.
Such is the official greeting and such
vents caking ol
Southern Corner Plaza. Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
the cry taken up today and echoed
the breasts, and
claims
some
the
share
But
day they'll
the country and beyond
throughout
PURCHASES.
in every way
CASH
ALL
WITH
dames
TICKETS
REGISTER
some
little
With
handsome
WE GIVE
the seas, as the coronation ceremonies
to
shall help to share their fortunes contributes
Who
official
in Westminster Abbey give
JTCUU
strone. healthy
Or
their
fate.
sanction to the reign of the eighth
motherhood. Mother's Friend is sold
-Hrfito
of
irember of the House of Hanover.
. 1 1 h. frvf
-frff
iiv efnne
v
Cb UlUg
" nnr
.) UJ1 VvJ.
If they have the nerve to stay
book for expectant mothers.
The coronation of today, with its
They shall reap the wealth some day,
VRADFIELD REGULATOR CO., Atlanta, Co.
impressive ceremony of investiture at
Westminster Abbey and with its series Tho their long expected fortunes
Might be late.
pretty stenographer, were arrested at
of spectacular events on a scale of
on complaint of the minister's i
Denver
and
magnitude,
grandeur
to
turn
soon
who
But
is
wife
this
tide
charges them with living u
1'es been planned with the utmost preEXTRA FINE IMPORTED OLIVE OIL
And you have no time to burn,
unlawfully.
together
of
cision
detail
the
under
general
i!
PUFFS CAKES
FRESH EVERY
direction of the Earl Marshal, the For this rich and fertile land must
Surely go.
Duke of Norfolk, assisted by Lord
Kitchener, Lord Roberts, and many
others familiar with events conducted Then with thanks to Uncle Sam
cu a prodigious scale. The program You should leave the city's jam
Palace.
of the day is broadly summed up as And come out and get a home;
B. A. Candelaria, Rosa; M. Shaug-nessNew Mexico.
fo'lows:
J. P. Portales, F. W. Cameron,
C. E. Deaton.
St. Louis; Thomas W. Hayward, Las
m.
a.
6:30
Westminster
Abbey
PHONE 191 BLACK
Vegas; H. R. McGibbon, James L.
opens for royal and official guests and
closes at 9 a. m.
Seligman, City; William P. Eilert,
Mrs. B. Morton, New York
Chicago;
9:45 a. m. Royal procession forms
AROUND THE STATE
A. Hubbell, Albuquerque.
Frank
City;
route
from
along the
Buckingham
Montezuma.
Palace to Westminster Abbey.
Mrs. F. J. Sawyer and children, Alm.
and
10:30
George
King
a,
Death of Old Timer.
When
dryspell comes Queen Mary, with their lords, ladies
buquerque; J. W. Fairfield, City; O.
Edward
who built the A. Larrazolo, Las Vegas;
W.
Hutchins
George
need
will
and
leave
attendants
Buckingham
this summer you
H.
S.
and
Moore,
Las
Hot
Kansas
railway,
Vegas
Springs
Graham,
City;
Palace for Westminster Abbey.
is dead at St. Louis, Mo.
C. S. Wood, Denver; A. Singer, F. C.
a gasoline engine to
11 a. m. to 2 p. m. Coronation cereCanfield, C. S. Clinckel, W. J. Root,
at Westminster Abbey.
your pump and save your mony
F. Butler, Denver; A
Injured.
Painfully
Albuquerque;
p. m. Royal procession through
When these en- - the2:30streets
"lacer M. Smiley, C. H. Coates, Denver; H.
an
A.
P.
had
1 crops.
badly
eye
Ogier
of London, from ConstituW. Koeneke, Wichita, Kas.; Mr. and
to
tion Hill through Piccadilly, Pall Mall, ated by a flying splinter while at work
connected
be
can
not
are
at
the saw mill at Tajique, Torrance Mrs. J. E. Walter, J. E. Anderson,
pumping they
gines
Fleet
and
Strand
Trafalgar Square,
Frank A. Hubbell, Albuquerque;
cheaper
returning by the Mall to Buckingham county.
any other machine and will
Armio, Alfredo Armijo, City; A.
Palace.
H. Cameron, El Paso.
hand
Conners.
power.
Death
Annie
of
Mrs.
running by
Illuminations throughout
Night.
Coronado.
You can have complete information and price London; signal fires at hundreds of Mrs. Annie Conners of Holbrook, Fidel Ortiz, Clemente Valdez, Las
of
member
the
headlands and ports through- Arizona, prominent
A. Campbell, Johnston, Pa.;
on an outfit suitable for your work by applying rocky
Eastern Star, died at Albuquerque on Vegas; H.
out England, Scotland and Ireland.
John
Malcolm, Las Vegas.
Dinner at the foreign office to the Tuesday night.
to the agent.
King and Queen and royal and official
State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
FRANK F. GORMLEY,
Sheep Shearing Begins.
guests
Lucas county. ss.
the
Romero
is
Sheriff
Secundino
elab
of
The central feature
these
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
6619
Black
coun
Phone
orate ceremonies is the coronation it first sheep owner in San Miguel
Santa Fe, N. M.
is
senior partner of the firm of F. J.
self, occurring toward noon today in ty to begin shearing. He is at his Cheney & Co.. doing business in the
the venerable and historic Westmin home ranch at Casa Grande.
City of Toledo, County and State aforester Abbey.
said, and that said firm will pay the
to
Las
at
the
. The King and Queen drive
Vegas.
Hungarian Labor
sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for
Abbey in the famous state carriage
Because of trouble with their work each and every case of Catarrh that
which has borne so many Kings and men, the contractors who are building cannot
be cured by the use of Hall's
Queens. It was built by King George the sewer at Las Vegas, have import- Catarrh Cure.
III in 1761 and is a model of artistic ed 25 Hungarians who arrived yesterFRANK J. CHENEY,
It weighs over day and were put to work.
beauty and solidity.
Sworn to before me and subscribed
four tons and its finely polished oaken
in my presence, this 6th day of Decembody is covered with allegorical paint
Ruple Confesses.
ber, A. D. 1886.
Andrew Ruple at Durango, Colorado,
ings and panels by Cipriani. Eight of
A. W. GLEASON,
from
the
the
celebrated
horses
royal has confessed to the shooting of Ike
Notary Public.
(Seal)
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
stables, all of matched cream color Cox saying he was hired to do it and
is taken InternCure
Hall's
Catarrh
morocco and gold that he complied for the sake of a
All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and package with harness of red
ALFALFA SEED.
ally and acts directly on the blood and
plated facings, draw the coach on its young woman 'Whom he loved.
mucous surfaces of the system. Send
to
route
the
the
way
along
Abbey.
for testimonials free.
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
As the King and Queen enter the
Ten Dollars a Drunk.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
thouAbbey they are received by the
S. J. Wilson, Fred Burt and Emen- Sold by all druggists, 75c.
sands of royal
and official guests cio Chavez were fined $10 and costs
Take Hall's Family Pills for
while the choir of Westminster chants each at Albuquerque for being drunk.
Psalm
all
CXXII
of
the
chimes
and
Louis Zoo was arrested on the same
Phone Black
Phone Black
London and the kingdom ring out
charge.
45
their greeting.
45
W. H. KERR
The official greeting to the King
Marriage Licenses Issued.
and Queen is first extended by the
AGENT HUBBS LAUNDRY.
A marriage license was issued at
Archbishop of Westminster, who ad Las Vegas yesterday to Helen Thomp- Phone us, we will be glad to call for
dressing the assembled guests and son, aged 19, and Grover C. Hensley, your laundry on Mondays and Tuesthrough them the people of England, aged 23. Also Onofre Pino, aged 18, days and deliver on Thursdays and
says:
and Pablo Valencia, aged 26, of
Fridays.
"Sirs, I here present unto you King
All work is guaranteed; your socks
George, the undoubted King of this
are mended and buttons sewed en
of
hundreds
have
ten
months.
They
Realm:
Wherefore all you who are
Arrested Over Fence Row.
Chlckering Bros.
your shirts without extra charge.
satisfied customers in New Mexico come this day to do your homage
W. J. Frederick and son H. Freder- PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED" 122
Bush and Lane.
and Arizona.
and service, are you willing to do the ick and F. P. McCrary were arrested
Co.
A letter, a telegram or a telephone same?
neaT Estancia by Deputy Sheriff D.
Schiller.
to them regarding pianos, prices nd
The assent of the assembled multi W. Robinson and were fined by Jus
Victor
terms will prove to prospective piano tude is given with "God Save the tice of the Peace Howell for fighting
buyers that the firm of Learnard-Lin-dema- n
King," and this is taken up and oyer a fence on last Sunday.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
Co. will meet every customer echoed outside, while trumpets sound
Milton and the World Famous Cecillan
Arrested at the Altar.
Interior Player Pianos, and manyfl more than half way in making
announcing the official recognition
W. Campbell was arrested
George
La Salle Restaurant
other makes.
purchase of a piano a simple nd sat- and the putting on of the crown.
at Raton, a few minutes before his
The archbishop also receives the marriage to Miss Bertha Bell of Ra
This firm has purchased over al isfactory business transaction, not on
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
oath of the King, solemnly promising ton. He is accused of forging the
car loads of pianos during the past of doubt and uncertainty.
to govern the people according to the name of his employer, J. C. Warner,
Telephone 11.
LEARNARD-LINDEMANCO.
N
f
statutes in Parliament and the respec to a check with which he bought
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
(
a suit of clothes.
The Square Music Dealers
:: Albuquerque, N. M. :: Established 1900 tive laws and customs of the same. As
.
.
Regular Meals 25 Cents
the archbishop places the crown upon
Baptist Preacher Arrested.
SANTA FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.
Short Order at all Hours
the King's head, he intones:
Rev. Charles T. Chilson. a Baptist
BOARD BY THE WEEK S5.00
"O, God, the crown of the faithful: (preacher at Birminghan, Alabama,
Bless we beseech Thee and sanctify and Miss Catherine Richardson, a French Noodle Order 20c. a dish
this Thy servant, George our King:
New York Chop Sue? 60c.
and as Thou dost this day set a
JUST HALF IN BED.
crown of pure gold upon his head, so
I. A. Decker,
Clyde, Ky.-M- rs
enrich his royal heart with Thine writes from Clyde: "I recommend
abundant grace and crown him with Cardui, the woman's tonic, to any
all princely virtues, .through the King woman in need of a
For
remedy.
eternal Jesus Christ our Lord, Amen, five years, I was unable to do my
The King sits in the historic chair own work.
Half my time was spent
of St. Edward as the crown is placed
Lumber and all kinds
Lump, nut and
I tried Cardui. Now
in
bed.
At
last
upon his head. The Dean of West- I am. well
mine run coal
and can do my For Best Laundry Work
of building material
and
happy,
minster is the custodian of the crown own
suffer
work."
Don't
pain, head- and delivers it to the archbishop at
YARD ON EICKOX STREET, NEAR
the mnmpnt th latter niaP0. it ,,nnn ache, backache, and other womanly Basket leaves Monday and Tuesday
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
the head of the sovereign. This done, miseries, when your own drugsist "turns Thursday and Friday.
the ereetine of the assembled euests has on his shelf a remedy tor such
Get a bottle for
and the multitude outside is again troubles Cardui.
t AT O. K. BARBER SHOP,
Phone
Red
100
Red
100
Phone
As a general tonic for
given and
throughout the Tour shelf.
irrtri. F, O. BROWN, AGENT
"God Save the King". The weak women, nothing has been found
kingdom:
Estimates Cheerfully Furnished
Aed No. 23 Phone Red No. II
for 50 years that would take Its place.
(Continued on Page Three.)
help you.
Try it.'
On

MOtiWd I

?Biefonin
E1
1
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A Full and Complete Line of

ORIENTAL

Every

WINTER

Incorporated

JUST RECEIVED

have come to make our homo
this rich and sandy loam
That will soon be called the state

Wc--

'The Best

1851

Real Hand Crochet Goods
Genuine Armenian

.

e

Hand-Mad-

Center Pieces, DoilliesOrnatnental carfs,
Etc. Only house in the city handling these
lines. Also a new and elegant line of
Ladies' Neckwear, Jabots, Stocks, Dutch Collars,
Crocheted Bows', Etc.

l

THE

WEEK, ONLY, BEGINNING

t
i

--

AB0YE LINES SPECIAL ONE

Monday, June 19th

I

j

,co.

6 Loaves of Bread for 25c

Hotel Arrivals.

NAPOLEON

LOUIS

Phone No. 36

P. O. Box 219

Groceries and Delicatessen

c

J

the

run

run it

than

o

it

WHOLESALE

RETAIL

&

ND YOU'LL LAND ANY
"TACKLE" OUR FISHING TACKLE
FISH THAT TACKLES YOUR BAIT.
WE DO NOT "BAIT" CU8TOMERS BY SELLING THEM THINGS
THEY KNOW SOMETHING ABOUT AT A VERY LOW PRICE, AND
THEN GETTING VERY HIGH PRICES ON THINGS THEY DON'T
KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT.
WE WANT YOUR TRADE ON LY BECAUSE WE DESERVE IT.

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

LEO HERSCH

i.

PIANOS

PIANOS

Learnard-Lindeman-

him-sei-

R. J. CRICHTON
LUMBER & COAL YARD

if-

-

Imperial Laundry

i

3

u
H

if

'Phone

If

14.

oal

Phone

Its Hardware We Have It.

WHOLESALE
AfD RETAIL

Screened

RATON
YANKEE

Lump

CERR1LL06

Steam Coal.

Snrithirg Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

MONTEZUMA
AVENUE
Near A. T. A S. F. Depot.

Telephone

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 8$

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

CUE

Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
andRancLes; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanoIa Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.

CAD
1

Ul

OiiLL

Modern Residences for Rent.

R M. JONES.

103

Palace Ave.

LIVERY STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Stasia

Hsck.

Buggies, Surries, Saddle

Thone

9

est tf

12a

CHA5.CL0SS0N

v

tf"'

(

Zook's Pharmacy

Phone

It is not merely a question of GETTING YOUR MONEY.
trade is what we want;

.
,

3

i

Your

We offer you only the HIGHEST CLASS OF GOODS whether it be seriously
needed DRUGS OR FANCY TOILET ARTICLES.
The quality we uphold. We use
the most careful methods in catering to your pleasure to make every deal a satisfac- tory one. ANY DRUG OR MEDICINE YOU GET HERE IS RIGHT. : : t ; :

213

-

)

?

WITH US

?

-

i

rriBsjsN

IF

YOU

ARE

NOT

A

CUSTOMER

HERE, YOU

SHOULD

BE.,

14

Wood

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

n

Jesse-Frenc-

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

Zook's Pharmacy

Phone
213
i
if

..

-

'
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F. S. Rexford, 615 New Tork Lite
NATURE'S WARNING.
Bldg., Kansas City, Mo., says: "I had
a severe attack of a cold which set- Santa Fe People Must Recognize and
Heed It
tled in my back and kidneys, and )
was in great pain from my trouble.
A friend recommended Foley Kidney Kidney ills come quietly mysteriPills and I used two bottles of them ously.
But nature always warns you.
and they have done me a world of
Notice the kidney secretions.
For sale by all druggists.'
pood."
See if the color is unhealthy

If there are settlings and sediment.

Passages frequent, scanty, painful.
time then to use Doan's Kidney
Pills,
To ward off Bright's disease or diaProm
betes.
BARRANCA TO TAOS
Doan's have done great work in SanMeets Both North South ta Fe.
J. T. Sandoval, 115 Ortiz St., Santa
Bounds Trains.
Fe, N. M., says: "I have used Doan's
Leaves Barranca on the arrlTal ot Kidney Pills off and on for two years
(he north bound train and arrival at and tbey have done me a world of
Taos at 7 p. m.
good. A dull pain in the small of my
Tan mile ihortar than any otto back, sometimes extending Into my
way. Good covered hack and good bladder caused me a great deal of
suffering, particularly when I took
teams.
cold. I was .bothered mostly in the
to
3Pv
lent
Thlnj
araarox CoaofoxtaTsi,
winter, and in addition to the pain
in my back, there were symptoms of
inflammation of the bladder. The
kidney secretions were highly colored
and when passed were attended with
We Have Built Up
a scalding pain. I never used another
remedy that acted as satisfactorily as
Doan's Kidney Pills. They proved to
be Just the medicine my case required and the complete cure they brought
b&s led me to recommend them on
more than one occasion."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
n
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the . name Doan's and
take no other.

WOOD'YS HACK LINE

It's

Iakt

FARE

?r4 $5.00

Foster-Milbur-

TO AND FROM ROSWELL.

modern facility (or furnishing the
very best rough or dressed
Lumber
of every description. We are thus
enabled to make the very beet prices
for Lumber of such high grade.
V.'e will be pleased to figure on your

Connections made with Automobile
lino at Vaughn for Roswell, dally.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Ros-we-ll
at 8:30 a. m. iind arrives at Ros-we-ll
at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m.
The
fare between Santa F and Torrance
Is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10.
Reserve seats on
by wire. J. W. Stockard.

Charles W. Dudrow

If you want anything on
a New Mexican want ad.

WE HANDLE

LUMBER

la large quantities and nave

every

contract.

auto-nobll-

BROTHER

BOTULPH
STATUE

UNVEILED.

(Continued From Page On.)
vice to the state or to the nation; It
is not the effigy of a statesman whose
memory it is desired to perpetuate
because of some great principle Inculcated by him into o"ur political system; nor of a writer who has brought
multitudes into kinship by giving expression to thought held in common
and cherished by all of them; nor is
it the effigy of an orator who, by his
eloquence and mastery of thought and
expression, swayed the multitudes and
controlled the destinies of communities. Yet never-withiour territory at
least has a statue been erected
which spoke of a virtue that was
purer, or commemorated
services
which were more valuable then this,
statue we are about to unveil.
It is the statue of Brother Bodulph.
He was born in Rhineland or Rhe
nish Prussia in the year 1833, and died
at Santa Fe the 9th of tebruary, 1906.
As the influence of his life had telling effect in moulding and forming
characters of those whom he taught
and trained, so the sublime charac-and noble virtues of the parents of
Brother Botulph influenced bis life
and moulded and formed the character of the boy, and developed the virtue which destined him to the career
of a member of the Brother of the
Christian Schools. It is told of those
parents that they were models ot
every Christian virtue. Four ot their
sons became members of the Christian Brothers. As a young man,
Brother Botulph emigrated to Canada;
and in 1852 Joined the Order of the
Brothers of the Christian Schools at
Montreal, Canada.
He taught successively at Kingston,
Canada, Detroit, Baltimore and Philadelphia; and at the time his Superior
ordered him to New Mexico, he was
Inspector of Schools in New York. Although St. Michaels was established
in 1859, and from that time to 1870
was doing a good work, it was not un
til the latter date that it took its palace
as the leading educational institution
n

r

earth-r-T- ry

I

THE VAUGHAN RANCH
'

the Fishing Season

Best of Food
Best of Beds
Cold Pure Spring Water
No Invalids
$15 a Week

wmm

tW

(Old Sparks Ranch )

Open May 15th for

1

-

v

Write Pecos

t

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
130

108

BED

riciurc framing

lasieTuiiy

ana

oausTacigriiy

ugne,

U'-r-

lift

l

41

MULLIGAN & RISING

"MStf

Church, the most senseless and un- of a century of Si Michael's College
founded is that she fears science and and a man of great
learning and elo
is the enemy of education. Her opquent, though now past the three
ponents, almost in the sa:.ie breath, score and ten years alloted to man,
charge her with being the foe and the delivered a beautiful eulogy of the
monopolizer of education. They be- brother whose statue is to honor his
hold her great religious ordrs of men memory. Father Derflehes said in
and women devoted to tlie work of part: "It is Shakespeare who said
education, making more sacrifice for on man: Some are born great, some
it than any other body of men end achieve greatness and some have
women on earth, vowing at the altar greatness thrust upon them.' Of the
that until they go down to their venerable religious man whose statue
graves they sail devote themselves in has been just unveiled it can be said
poverty, chastity and obedii'iic to the in truth: Brother Botulph was born
work of educating the human great; through a long life of fruitful
mind and heart. And the last man in usefulness, he increased daily his natthe world to fear intellectual progress ive greatness; and today, as an ackis the Catholic.
nowledgment of his great life, still
And of all of the orders devoted to more merited greatness is heaped upthis great work of education, of all of i on him by his friends and admirers.
the orders whose members have given
"All the eminent qualities which
and are giving themselves for others, make a great man were lavished upwhose members have lived and are on him by nature; a keen, widely
living for others, and who have sac open intelligence; a robust will power
rificed and are sacrificing themselves firm and energetic; a noble character
for others, of all of the orders, I say, and incorruptible conscience and des
which is without a peer, is ihe order pite the somewhat severity of his ap
heart always
of which Brother Botulph was a dis- pearance, a motherly
tinguished members the Order of ready to compassionate human misethe Brothers of the Christian Schools. ries. Besides, on the day of his bapThe spirit of the order, infused by the tism, a strong taith which was to be
example and teachings of its founder, the motor and the characteristic of
and fostered by the exercises of a
his life, had been implanted into his
Indeed
unshakable.
life, is a spirit of faith and zeal. soul, deep and
The spirU of faith induces the brother as a man and as a Christian, Brother
to see God in all things, and thus to Botulph was born great; like the trees
suffer everything for God. The spirit which tower above the arbors of the
of zeal attracts him toward children, forest, a liberal Providence had ento instruct them in truths, and to pen- dowed the newly born with all the
etrate their hearts and lead them to elements of the grandeur.
the practice of honest, upright, con"However, sad as it may be, not
scientious lives. How sublime the every man strives to increase his
mission of these men. How arduous native greatness. Some do not make
the labors wich they perform.
No any use of their faculties; they live
wonder that in the contemplation of to feed and fatten the animal; it
their lives we wander far in the fields seems according to a striking word of
of admiration.
No wonder that such the scripiures that if they have a soul,
orders have among their numbers it is in vain. Some others abuse the
men of the commanding ability and gifts of God; brain, will, heart, forthe consuming zeal of Brother Bo- tune, talents; they make all subtulph.
servient to their temporal and egotisDuring the 54 years of his religious tical interests and passions. Very
life, he was charged with every duty few develop themselves in the right
coming to a member of the order, and direction and to the full extent of
performed every employment from the their abilities. Brother Botulph, howmost menial to the most exalted ; and ever, was one of those few. With his
it can be said of him, and It should mental powers he could have been a
prominent lawyer and with his skill
he was sharp
a great financier;
enough to become a successful politi..m.i ij.hw
cian; his perfect training in music
and his noble bass voice would have
won him a name among the artists;
but for a man of his caliber what are
money, honors, fame but empty pride?
So that, at the age of twenty, he
chose of his own will, to be an educator of youth; and until he died, that
is for over FIFTY YEARS, in Canada, in the States of New York, Maryland, and Missouri and then in the
years
City of Santa Fe for thirty-fivhe was known as a rare and great
teacher.
His Work in New Mexico.
"To realize the work of Brother
Botulph in New Mexico it is necessary to remember that when the
e

Pecos and Mora Rivers, Holy Ghost, Willow and Bear Creeks
Telegraph Glorieta
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Christian Brothers started 'his Saint
Michael's College Institution, the Territory was far from being what it is
today. Hardly ten years had elapsed
since it had been ceded to the United
States. Instruction in the little schools
"de cuanto hay" was limited to the
teaching exclusively in Spanish of the
mere primary elements by el Maestro
for
Pacheco; the people accustomed
ages to the legislation and ruling of
Spain were far from understanding the
ways, the constitution, the national
genius of the United States and even
the religion itself on account of circumstances, consisted more in exterior demonstrations than in an intelligent worship of God."
The speaker then pointed out the
great educational work by Brother
Botulphy in founding St. Michael's College which numbers graduates in almost every hamlet and town in the

RA

Territory.
that
Father Deraches declared
Brother Botulph had great faith for

he believed in God and God's assistance
as firmly as we believe in the
BOTULPH WHICH WAS UNVEILED TODAY.
existence and beneficence of the sun
in this sunshine state, and he said
for boys in the territory. The Provin- false charges alleged against the Old that Brother Botulph had the same
cial of the Order of the Christian be written on the base of younder faith in the immortal destiny of the
Brothers, Brother Patrick, had been statue, that he never failed in the per- youth entrusted to his care.
Concluding his address the speaker
closely watching the career of our de- formance of a duty, and that everyparted friend, observed his indomit- thing he undertook, everything he put said:
"As it is we have Brother Botulph's
able energy and commanding ability, his mind and his heart and his hand
likeness in marble. It is the supreme
and when the demands of St Mi- to, ot tha- he made a success.
on a man
chaels called for a man to direct its
We shall look in vain to find a honor that can be conferred
destinies and provide an institution more faithful, devoted, sincere disci- in this world. If it is true that the
to meet the growing demands of the ple of al Salle.
His influence up- spirit of those who have gone is perpeople of New Mexico, he selected on the life of New Mexico will be last- mitted to visit again from the other
world, the place of their labors the
Brother Bodulph; and his only direcing indeed. His work which he action was to go to Santa Fe and make complished did not die with him, but soul of Brother Botulph, attracted by
of that college a success, make it a has lived and will live to iniiuence for this mark of your gratitude will come
sometimes to see again St. Michael's
credit not only to our order, hut a good generations yet unborn.
and to take care, so to say,
College
credit also to our church and to her
so
here
to
We are glad
see
today
of
its
brothers and puinhabitants,
people.
many boys, the boys of today into
y
Upon his assuming charge, you, the whose hands in the tomorrow of a pils.
of
his life in"May the greatness
old boys way back in the 70's, know very few years will be placed the desand appreciate of what the college tinies of the future great state of New spire you and your children and the
consisted
one story adobe buuuings, Mexico. For you the Brothers of the children of your children with this
poorly equipped and inadequate in Christian Schools are making every resolution to help by all means and
every way. To a man of faint heart sacrifice of human ambition and hu- in all manner in your power to exand wavering temperament, the com- man love. These sacrifices do you ap- tend the usefulness of his college.'.'
Prolongued applause greeted the
mand of his Superior would have preciate; and are you putting forth
seemed 'mpossible f being carried your very best effort to cooperate distinguished priest's address.
Entertained at Dinner.
out. All who knew Brother Botulph with them? If you are not, then Jet
Hon.
Frank A. Hubbell today enin
knew
his lexicon me appeal to you that it is time that
that
however,
tertained
at dinner at the Palace hothere was no such word as "fail." you should awake to the interest that
the following, most of them alumHappy was the day, therefore, for the this great commonwleath has in you. tel,
colthen youth of New Mexico, and for To you does it look in after years to ni and graduates of St. Michael's
O. A. Larrozolo, Manuel Valdez,
lege:
the generations of youth that are to take an interest in the great questions
Celso Lopez, Jose D. Sena, Fred Locome, that Brother Botulph, of bles- even now presenting .themselves
H. Mirabal, Francisco Delgado,
sed memory, was put in charge of our which affect human society. To you pez,
Patrocino Lopez,
Alma Mater. Not only do we owe to does it look, and demands of you, that Agustin W.Delgado,
Alfredo Armijo,
Armijo,
George
his endeavors these imposing, modern you should equip yourselves, both in Manuel
Lujan, Apolinar Urrutia, Henstructures, full equipped .with every mind and heart, that when these ques- ry Kaune, Agustin Sfsneros, Vicente
modern convenience
and apparatus, tions are presented you will be able Alarid, R. L. Baca and E. M. Otero.
housing for years past and years to to intelligently meet them, and give
come the youth of the territory, to them as they arise the serious con.Your Neighbor's Exeprrance
wherein they receive and are to re- sideration which they deserve, and How you may profit by it. Take Fol-ceive the Instructions imparted by the solve them in the way that will best Kidney Pills.
Mrs. E. G. Whiting,
good Christian Brothers, but also bring happiness to the home and pros- 360 Willow street, Ackron, O., says:
what is of far superior worth, the In- perity to the state.
"For some time I had a very serious
fluences of his life and of his work
May you ever emulate the virtues case of kidney trouble and I suffered
upon the countless boys who, during and sterling manhood, the devotion with backaches and dizzy headaches.
his administration, came within the to duty, the Belt- - sacrifice of the man I had specks floating before uiy eyes
portals of this building, and were whose memory we pay tribute to this and I felt all tired out and miserable.
equipped by him and through him for day; and If you but do this, you will I saw Foley Kidney Pills Advertised
the warfare of life.
v
in a far greater measure perpetuate end got a bottle and took them ac
(
It is by the example of such men the memory of his good deeds ' and cording to directions and results
as Brother Bodulph that the false sterling worth, then could myriads of showed almost at once. The pain 'and
charges against the Catholic x church marble effigies such as we are about dizzy headaches left me, my eyesight
are the best refuted. How often do to dedicate.
became clear and today I can say I
we hear, even in this day and In this
am a well woman, thanks to Foley
Father Deraches Address.
In unveiling the statue, the Rev. Kidney Pills. For sale by all drug-fiatgeneration, that the Catholic church
It, opposed to education, ot alj, the Jules Deraches, chaplain for a quarter
, ,
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Successor to B. P. Williams

LIVERY
Worses &
equipment formerly
purchased the entire stock of
owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate it as a FIRST
CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of day or, night
to furnish you with any kind of a rig you may want. I will
I have

endavor to give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit
:
:
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::
our patronage.
AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST

Phone
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Santa Fe, N.M
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New Mexico Military

Institute

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

The West Point of the Southweit"

Ranked by United States War Department a "Distinguished Institution." Army officers detailed by War
Department
Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located In the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3700
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during the
season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings, throughly
colleges.
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
In all respects.
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, pres.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. FINLET.
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Andrew Carnegie once suggested as an epitaph for his
own tombstone what he said was the secret of his success :
" Here lies a man who surrounded himself with men
abler than himself."
Many able people are working for you, scientists, inventors,
manufacturers, all trying to make something you want. Do you use
their brains and their efforts "surround yourself with them" or do
you plod along by yourself, years behind the times?
Take your own home. Have
you your share of modern improvements there money-savinOne
MSt 'mpor,ant f these is a New Perfection Oil Cook-stovA
Perlection itove never overheats a kitchen. It save your itreogth. It
labor-savin-

g,

health-promotin-

g,

e.

am hid and time. With the New Perfection oven with the glass doors you can
go on with your ironing or any other work, and still be sure at a glance the joint it
roaating property.
2 mt 3 kmM. wrtU
Mide wild
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IIM'WIIM.frjSl
I

OilLC6ok'j$tove

loaf, turquoue blue enameled chimney.
Haodmmtly nanhrd throuthout. Tm
2- - and
stove, can be had witb or
without a cabinet top, wbxh k otted wttb
drop thehrea. towel racks, etc.
Dealer, everywhere ; or write (or
circular to the aearest ageacr

Continental Oil Company
(Incorporated)
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the Earl of Durham.
Among the other notable figures In
this brilliant throng are to be representatives of foreign rulers and states.
These include the Crown Prince and
Princess of Germany, the Prince and
Princess Henry of Prussia, Archduke
Karl Franz Josef of Austria, tha
Crown Prince and Princess of Denmark, the Crown Prince of Servia,
Prince Henry of the Netherlands, and
other princes and princesses from the
royal houses of Europe and the entire
world. In all, the official guests comprise 40 members of the royal family,
250 foreign rulers, and representatives
of foreign states, 14S0 peers and
peeresses, 670 members of the House
of Lords and House of Commons, 300
ambassadors and ministers and members of the diplomatic corps with their
suites, and hundreds of representatives of the clergy, the colonies, the
other
army and navy, and many
branches of governmental administration. The capacity of Westminster
Abbey is somewhat over 6,000, and
the throngs assembled within its walls
today are expected to exceed 7,000.
The robes and crowns worn by
King George and Queen Mary today
attract especial attention. The King
drives to the coronation in a crimson
satin robe. Later during the ceremony he dons the tunicle, a long coat
made of cloth of gold. The royal
robe of state which the King wears
during the ceremony is of rich crimson velvet, emblazoned with heavy
gold lace. It has a train of great
length and is lined throughout with
royal ermine, hundreds of skins being
necessary for this purpose. The soft
white ermine of this sumptuous robe
is dotted with more than 10,000 small
pieces of black fur. The robe worn
after the ceremony is of royal purple,
and with this the King wears the Imperial Crown.
The crown placed upon the head of
King George today is the historic
crown of St. Edward. It is of solid
gold studded with diamonds, pearls,
rubies, emeralds, and sapphires. This
crown has passed through some of the
dramatic stages of English history,
being destroyed at one time in the upby

Queen's coronation is accompanied
with similar ceremonies ot impressive
dignity.
The coronation ceremony combines
many other features based on tradition and coming down through
the
ages, including the annointing, the in
vesting with the armill and royal
robe, the delivery of the orb, the presenting of the Holy Bible, the hom
age, the inthronization, the sermon,
the communion, the prayer uf conse
cration, and the Te Deura I.audamus,
combining the pomp and pageantry ol
feudal and medieval ages, with the
glitter and outward show of the days
of chivalry.
Accompanying the King and Queen
and sitting beside them throughout
the impressive ceremony
is the
young. Prince of Wales, the latter
wearing the uniform of a naval cadet.
Carrying the canopy over the head of
the King are to be four Knights of
the Garter, the Earl of Cadogan, ths
Earl of Roseberry, the Earl of Crew,
and the Earl of Minto. The canopj
carried over the head of Queen Mary
is borne by four duchesses, namely
the Duchess of Hamilton, the Duchess
of Montrose, the Duchess of Portland,
and the Duchess of Sutherland. The
King's magnificent robe made of the
cloth of gold has a train borne by
eight pages, namely, the Marquis of
Hartington, the Earl of Airlie. Vis
count Cranbourne, the Lord Romllly,
and four others drawn from the ranks
of the nobility.
Many of the foremost men of the
Kingdom figure also in the various
The
ceremonies of the coronation.
Duke of Northumberland is the bearer of St. Edward's crown. The Earl
of Beauchamp is the bearer of the
sword of state, Earl Roberts is the
bearer of the second sword, and Vis
count Kitchener the bearer of the
third sword. The Duke of Argyle
bears the scepter with the cross. The
Bishop of Ripon carries the King's regalia, while the Duke of Somerset,
the Duke of Richmond and others bear
various other traditional emblems of rising against monarchial authority,
and replaced later for the coronation
the coronation. Queen Mary's crown is borne by the of Charles II.
The Queen's scepter wltti the cross
Duke of Devonshire, while the scepter and cross are carried by the Mar(Continued on Page Six.)
quis of Waterfo'rd, and the ivory rod
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The People's Common Sense Medical Adviser, in
v. nerce, m.
English, or Medicine aimpnnea, nyInvalids'
Hotel and Sur- -:
Chief Consulting Physician to the
ln.rimte at Buffalo, a book of 1008 large pages and
over 700 illustrations, in strong paper covers, to any one tending 21
in French Cloth binding for 31 stamps.
stamps to cover cost of mailing only, or,
Over 680,000 copies of this complete Family Doctor Book were sold in cloth
one and a half million copies
binding at regular price of $1.50. Afterwards, revised edition
is now ready
were given away as above. A new,
for mailing. Better send NOW, before all are gone. Address Would's
Medical Association, R. V. Pierce, M. D., President, Buffalo, N. Y.
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DR. PIERCE'S FAVORITE PRESCRIPTION

. THE ONE REMEDY for woman's peculiar ailments good enough
that its makers are not afraid to print on its outside wrapper ita
every ingredient. No Secrets No Deception.
THE ONE REMEDY for women which contains no aleohol and
no
drugs. Made from native medicinal foreat roots
of well established curative value.
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MABTEl,
Said
hnt lena atAmn for
other,
slight. The Drug-gis- ts
check to be drawn upon some solvent
Ulaitrated book awsled. It
ftill narrif.nlftrai and dlmr.tiona In
themselves are
bank doing business in Santa Fe
nlnable to ladle. MANTEL CO.
44 Mt SM BtrMt M W V F B.
PERSONAL MENTION

HAIR RIBBON?

Business

uue'

W.

H. F.

STEPHENS, Cashier.

GRIFFIN. Asst. Cashier

E.

"

Tl

,;

5

President

AUc FIVE

v.

Your Patronage Solicited
B. LAUGHLIN,

31.
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T
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INSURANCE

j

Real Estate
Property-Ranch-

i

DOROTHY DAINTY SPECIAL

j

etc. Renting)

es

"Special Sale"
scribed Below

T

"

Boiler)

(City

T v

'

RIBBON SALE

Surety Bonds

t

ONE WEEK ONLY

0. C. WATSON & C6.
Office?

119

San Francisco

St

Santa

1

,'

i

Fe, New Mexico

!

j

?

i

j

Bed- - '

The Ideal Brass

stead

tj

Colonial

jia Style,
Substantially Built
and Beautiful to look
at Call to sea it at
Our Store. We also
have the "tusculum"
porch shades and
bamboo curtains
the very thing to
keep one cool these
warm days.

j

Patterns,

!

,

;

A fine

. . .

fr-el- y

assortment of gocarts for the bablea
hag also arrived.

-'

h

a

AKERS WAGNER FURNITURE CO.
EXPERT EMBALMER5

.

Silks, Lawns and White Goods,

- j

--

REMNANTS
at

&

at

j

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

j

w.

intend to seccure
Adequate Insurance
YOU

'

Eventually;

Phone Black No. 229 Residence

,

Santa Fe Abstract, Realty

&

NW

S. KAUNE & GO.

U:

WATERMELONS,
If Your Instep is not Strong
ONE OF OUR
WILL HELP,

Arch Rropsfarid Supporters.

upon the manufacturer for the quality
of

chemicals dispensed. For that
reason, we use
Squibbs Chemicals
only, to Safeguard
our Customers as
well as Ourselves.

Kidney Remedy.
particularly recommended
for
chronic cases of kidney and bladder
trouble. It ,tends to regulate and conBRAWLEY VALLEY CANTALOUPES trol the
kidney and bladder actions
and is healing, strengthening and bracBe
ing, For sale by all druggists.

RIVER

HOOD

JOHN PFLUEGtR, THE SHOE MAN

Beat.

OH YOU
If You Need

Foley's

Butt Bros.

13

Can't

...WE ALSO HAVE...
'

Fine, Ripe and Sweet.

Co.

i'

DRUGGISTS

Absolutely Delicious.

161-

-Ni

ht Phong

SEE US:

New, ilve patterns ot Sterling Silver
Chippendale
Apollo patterns.
XJ t -- .
We Solicit Your InspecUon.
. "i.

"Always Reliable"

Phone

JUNE

a Weeding Present

COME TO

.

STRAWBERRIES,

Alltfl Srarf

largely dependent

county, New Mexico.
Parties desiring so to do may also
submit plans end prices of their own,
and the Board of Commissioners reserve the right to reject any and all
bids or to accept any bid made that
in their judgment is for the best interest of Santa Fe County, New Mexico.
I. SPARKS,
Chairman of the Board.
GEORGE W. ARMIJO,
Clerk of the Board.
,

Insurance Agency.

INSTEP SUPPORTERS

rug Store

-

WHY NOT NOW ?
Phone Black No. 52

D

Every Woman

Red 58

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Small Holding Claim No. 3241013809
Department of the Interior f
United States Land Office, ; '
Santa Fe, N. M., June 10, 1911.
Notice Is hereby given that the fol CARRIAGE & CAR PAINTING
lowing named claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
SIGN WRITING
proof in support of t his. claim, junder
sections 16 and 17 o tho acs of March
First Class Work Guaranteed
3, 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before, U. S. Commissioner
PAUL
LACASSAGNE
Juan C. Sandoval at Cuba, N. M., on ,
San
Francisco
J09
viz.:
Manuel Garcia de
July 17, 1911,
Street
Garcia, transferee of Alonzo Dunn.
Cuba, N. M., for the claim 3241, tract
In Sees. 20 and 29, T. 21 N., R. 1 W.,
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz:
Ramon Garcia de "Garcia, J. J. Sala-zaCARPENTERS
Pulidor Martinez, Noberto GarAND CABINET MAKERS.
cia, all of Cuba, N. M.
'
Any person; who desires to protest
against 'the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial rea- FURNITURE MADE TO ORDER
son under the laws and regulations of
SIGN PAINTING NEATLY DONE
the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the above- - All Work Guaranteed.
Phone, led 115

iijn.

Why Import Mineral Water ?
""""

:

Y'WHEN

Maidten

ftgtorairt
" .
...
,

.

CAN GET THE

YOU

': :

FOR

Biittee Mineral Water,

JSpecial High. Ball Ginger Ale
'KUNE

Patronize home industry.

Santa Fe Cherries
f"

;
.

Leave orders

& CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

"

THE' SANTA FR MINERAL WATER

'

THAT

SUMMER

at

7"
CO.

For Health Seekers and Rest Seekers
Mountain Hearth Resort, 22 miles fro m Santa Fe on main line of 8anta Fe
one and one-hamiles from depot
I.
Tent bungalows, in Pine Forest, with every accommodation, furnished for

Sweet and Sour

We always lead In our Fruit
and Vegetable Linet Always first
on the market. You never-wil- l
be disappointed.

lf

housekeeping and ready for occupancy.
WILLIAMSON

"

'

CO.

RANCH,

vfilorieta,

.

8

H. S. KAUNE

N. M.

r,

DAY

..ft)

San Francisco Street.

ms, Fruit in season. Wedding
and Table Boutl"ti and Decorations.
Funeral Deeigns.
h uui or town oraers given earerui attention. An extra charge of 25c
ror pacKing on oraere under 53.00.
Ul flOWerS

ACAli.,

THE CLARENDON GARDEN
Phone Black

v. boyle.

'

WIRE

UP

THOSE

DARK

12.

NIGHT
SOLE AGENTS

PLACES

.

Santa
'

"

Pe- ,

'

Water and Light Company)
nmnmiiniwwin

'-"'-

vVv-

-

V.--

iA":?-

-

m.

Santa Po, New Mexico.

Electric Stoves

Percelaters
Water Heaters and
.
t
v

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

ilmoti' :

'Eleictrtc Toasters
t

Artistic

inf Post Cards.

AND

Electric Irons That Stay Hot
4

San Juan Potter

"''''if

'

FOR

MEXICAN HATS

J. P. Steed & Son

CONTINUOUS
SOLE AGENTS

Street

OUTING

New and Full Assortment of Unique
Latest in Hand Color- -

P.

All Kinds of Soda,

Delivered to your house.

.

San Francisco

,

STRAWBERRIES

AND BLACKBERRIES

and

"'

C. YONT2,

;

GtUEORMA

Shelsea

Electric Curling Irons
Electric Chafing Dishes
Tea Pots
Electric
-

t,
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IS HERE

$250,000 Worth of
Structures Will Be Under
Way This Summer

Over

SCOulSH

BITE

First National
Bank, Elks
Home and Many Private
Residences.

9 32

8 J5
9 05

....

-.

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

JSX

kn, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast,
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence

via NEW

The Vaults.
Of course the bank will be equipped with a money vault which will
be lined with one and a half inch armoured steel. There will be a se-parate book vault in which to keep
i"c iciuius ui iu uaun.
There will be a safety deposit
partment booth and at the rear of the
bank will be the usual directors' room
It is needless to say, perhaps, that
the bank will be lighted by electricity
and heated by steam; that it will be
ventilated and will rest on a
basement that will affoit dryness and
solidity to the structure. In the
will be a vault for storage
Poses,
Finished December 1.
It is thought that the bank will be
finished by December 1, thus in ample
time to begin the new year in a good
place. The architect of the struc.t- ure is I. H. Rapp of this city and the
center.
builders are Axtell and Lyon of Ros- well.
which
are
houses
other
of
the
Many
The Officers.
going up have been mentioned in
Tne officers of the bank are: Presi- these columns.
Of the other building operations dent. Major R. J. Palen, Vice Presi- first in size and expense of course is dent, Leyi A. Hughes; Cashier, James
iB- Read; bookkeeper
Stewart Mc- the Scottish Rite Cathedral.
The bids for the new Scottish Rite Cnramon; Assistant Cashier, Frank
Cathedral will be opened July 1. The McKane. The directors of the bank
cathedral is to De located on Wash- are: Rufus J. Palen, Levi A. Hughes,
Salomon Spitz
ington Avenue and Federal Street and John G. Schumann,
and Arthur Seligman.
the lot is 170 by 238 feet.
New Mexican Building.
The edifice itself will be CO by 15 i
Ground was broken yesterday for
feet and the east tower will be three
stories high with a roof garden. The the New Mexican building at the corwest tower will be two stories high, j ner 01 palace and Sheridan avenues.
The building will be a replica of it win De a two story
the Alnambra. Its construction will structure,, absolutely fireproof, with
concrete. It wm basement, 47 by 87 feet and will be
be of
me most complete and most modern
have a Spanish tiled roof.
TViia
hiiilrlino'
aann in lm rnn, structure in New Mexico that is en- rely ' devoted to the printing
structed, however, will be only the'
18 t0 be cora',Ieted
bv De'
will
facade. The
de-tio-

"t

base-buaut- y

j

-

;

ROUTE

gp'

WEST

Far rates and full information address

EUGENE FOX,

other facades

SPEND THE 4TH OF JULY
IN SANTA FE.

GRAND CELEBRATION
De Vargas Pageant,
Races, Base Ball Game,
Band Concert,
Indian Dances,
and Fire Works,
RATE OF ONE

j

busi-sout-

El Paso Texas.

'
be added as soon as the finances of
Elks' Club House.
rh
nermir. eventually
matin; a nnrrprr ronresenratinn of Tne Elks have asked for plans from
the beautiful Court of the Lions in leadinS architects for a club house
'
i' adJoin tnelr handsome theater on
the Old Alnambra in Spain.
The architects are Hunt and Burns L"coln avenue near Palace avenue. It
will cost $12,000
of Los Angeles, California.
,
Federal Building.
The estimated cost of the entire
Within another year, the plans for
when
is
$250,000.
complete
building
a federal building to cost a quarter
The New Bank.
million dollars, are to be completed.
The First National Bank is one of A bill now pending in congress for
the new "buildings which marks Santa the purchase of the site at the. cor
Fe's progress for the year. It is ner of Lincoln and Palace avenues is
being erected on the east side of the certain to pass at the regular session.
plaza and its location is a suitable ,
Many Cottages.
The structure will be 27 feet in
Contractor Reingardt is completing
height, and will be 40 feet by 88. It the cottage of C. F. McKay on Marcy
will have a classic front of white gla- - street and has commenced the brick
zed terra cotta.
Iwork on the adjoining cottage of R.
The building is to be thoroughly fire F. Asplund.
He has just completed
proof, and to have, all modern conve in the same block two modern brick
niences and comforts seen 'n the best cottages on his own account. He is
also building several cottages on Capibanking houses of the land.
As one enters the bank he will tol Heights as are Contractor A. Win- j

From al! Stations on Denver & Rio Grande R. R.

f

State

Fi

ALBUQUERQUE,
October 9,

10, 11, 12, 1J, 14, 1911,

tr

r

EXCURSION RATES ON ALL RAILROADS
Write for Premium List and Program.
ISAAC BARTH,

JOHN B. McMANUS,

President.

Secretary-Manage- r.

and or 288 acre feet is to be conveyed
to Section 13, Tp. 23 N., R. 32 E., and

NOTICE.
of
Territorial Engineer.
Department
Number of application 553.
Santa Fe, N. M., May 8th, 1911. .
, Notice is hereby given
that on the
12th day of April, 1911, in accordance
with Section 26, Irrigation Lav of
1907, H. M. Foster of Barney, county
of Union, Territory of New Mexico,;

S. 18 Tp. 23 N. R. 33 E. by means of
dam and canals and there used for ir-

,

rigation.
The territorial engineer will take
this application up' for consideration
on the 8th of August, 1911, and all
persons who may oppose the granting
made an application to the territorial of the above application must file their
engineer of New Mexico for a permit objections substantiated with affidavto appropriate from the public waters its with the territorial engineer and
' copy with applicant on or before that
of the Territory of New Mexico.
C. D. MILLER,
Such appropriation is to be made date.
Territorial Engineer.
from 'Pinevetos, at a point S. 10 de--!
greet 35 mln. W. 1133 min. from NE
If you want anything on earth try
cor. S. 14 T. 23 N. R. 3Z Jfl. Dy means
cu. ft per sec a Want ad. in the New Mexican.
of diversion and 3
j

3--

We know of no other medicine which has been so successful in relieving the suffering of women, or secured so

many genuine testimonials, as has Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound.
In almost every community you will find women who
have been restored to health by Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. Almost every woman you meet has
either been benefited by it, or knows some one who has.
In the Pirikham Laboratory at Lynn, Mass., are files containing over one million one hundred thousand letters from
women seeking health, in which many openly state over
their own signatures that they have regained their health by
taking Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has saved
'
many women from surgical operations.
,
E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound is made exLydia
clusively from roots and herbs, and is perfectly harmless.
The reason why it is so successful is because it contains
ingredients which act directly upon the female organism,
restoring it to healthy and normal activity.
Thousands of unsolicited and genuine testimonials such
as the following prove the efficiency of this simple remedy.
Coloma, "Wisconsin.
"For three yearn IJrag
troubled with female weakness, lrregulaiies,
backache and bearing down pains. I saw an d-verxisement or jydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
I
Compound and decided to try it. After taking
j several bottles I found it was helping me, and I
must say mat 1 am perfectly well now Md can
not thank you enough
for what Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has done for me."
Mrs. John Wentland.lt. F. Ti No. 3. Box 60.

aides-de-cam- p

the special guests, but the Indian deputation is restricted on this occasion
owing to the King's intention to visit
India later on and hold an Imperial
durbar at Delhi.
ine special ambassadors and en
voys of those states and republics unrepresented by princes, form an interesting group, together with the del
egations from the overseas British
colonies. The latter include the prime
ministers of the Dominion of Canada,
Sir Wilfred Laurier; Commonwealth
of Australia, the Hon. Andrew Fisher;
of New Zealand, Sir Joseph George
Ward; of South Africa, the Right Hon.

tinguished visitors and others

IColoma, Wisconsin.

Women who are sufferine-- frnni those dis-tressingills peculiar to their sex should not lose sight of
these facts or doubt the ability of Lydia E. Pinkham's Veg- etable Compound to restore their health.
x

-

and we can

(

PROVE IT!

J

The Great DANDERINE Never
Fails to Produce the
Desired Results.
hair
invigorates
IT enlivens and tissues
oi the scalp.
glands
resulting In a continuous and
increasing growth of the hair.

.: A
--

Lettera of praise are continually
coming In from nearly all parts of
tne country stating tbat Danderlne
has renewed the growth of iiair lu
cases that were considered absolutely hopeless.

A lady from Brooklyn writes:
"After a short trial nay hair stopped
falling, and I now have a lovely bead
of hair, Tery heavy and over one and
a quarter yards long."

1

Danderine stimulates the scalp,
makes it healthy and keeps it so.
It is the greatest scalp invigorator
known. It is a wholesome medicine
(or both the hair and scalp. Even

robes.
.Outside the twin towers of West
minster Abbey rise grandly above the

a small bottle of it will put
more genuine life in your
hair than a gallon of any
other hair tonic ever made.
It shows results from the
very start.

Pi

Now on sale at every drug and
toilet store in the land; 3 sizes

j

25C, 50o
Cut

This,
Out

and

91.00

To show how quickly
Craa
I
Danderine acts.we
will send a Urge sample free
by return mall to anyone who
ends this free coupon to the
Kniiltss Dtil'triasCs.. Chltit,
with thetrname and address
and 10c In silver or stamps
to pay postage.

temporary House of Lords and the American Ambassador to the coronawhole block of Parliament buildings. tion.
The dresses worn by American lamake an impressive background to the
dies
at the coronation in Westminto
In response
many peti
picture.
tions from participants in the corona ster Abbey are described as follows:
Mrs. Whitelaw Reid, wife of the
tion ceremonial, the Office of Works
has decided to permit those present American ambassador: The dress she
to purchase as souvenirs the chairs wore at the first court this season. It
and stools on which they sat, all of is of white satin, the front and back
which are marked with the word "Co- - trimmed with pearls and diamonds.
ronation" and embossed with the ,and anel.s o fl.ne ,ace- she wiu also
crown and the date of the occurrence. wear a tiara 01 pearis ana aimanas,
'
The gorgeous street preparations a pearl collar and ropes of pearls.
Mrs.
John Hays Hammond, wife of
for the Coronation have been in progress for weeks. They reach their cli- the American special envoy: A dress
max at Westminster Abbey and the of heavy white satin embroidered with
streets immediately in the vicinity of jewelled peacock feathery. Her jewels
the cathedral. The troops present are consist of a tiara, necklace, earrings
the picked regiments of the army, and and bracelet of diamonds and emerthe bands of music the best the Eng alds. The earrings are a pair worn
lish barracks, and the seven sea do- by Catherine II. She will carry a
white ostrich feather fan, ,a counter
minions could send out.
The main thoroughfares of the city, part of the one presented by South
where they are not flanked by review- Africa to the present queen at the
of her marriage. Like all the
ing stands for official and distin- time
over to other ladies, she will wear three osguished guests, are given
handsome, and in many cases, unique trich feathers in her hair.
Mrs. Phillips, wife of the first secschemes of decoration either at the
hands of the authorities or by private retary of the embassy: White satin
individuals, or to countless private dress with pearl and silver trimming.
stands for spectators, each competing A tiara, diamond collar and pearl
with the other for brilliancy and necklace.
Mrs. Simpson, wife of Captain Simpbeauty of effect. One long street is
flanked with 64 massive columns, each son, naval attache .American emold
bearing gilt figures of victory, lions bassy: White satin trimmed with
with point lace and diamante; jewels,
and griffins, and connected
diamonds.
swinging garlands of oak and laurel
Mrs.
Slocum, wife of Captain
leaves, with clusters of. roses at inSlocum, military attache American
tervals.
White satin charmeuse emThe decorations are most lavish and embassy:
broidered in a diamante feather demassive in the near vicinity of West
a diamond tiara and necklace.
minster Abbey. Trafalgar Square is sign;
one mass of color, while the visitors
Middle Aged and Elderly People.
down Whitehall, Cockspur Street, Pall Use
Foley Kidney Pills for quick and
Mall, St. James Street and Piccadilly, permanent results in all cases of kidare magnificent and bewildering with ney and bladder troubles, and for
countless flags, bunting, garlands and
painful and annoying irregularities.
wreaths and festoons of flowers.
For sale by all druggists.
have
been
proNight illuminations
jected to add a Splendor to the scene
Getting Crazier Every Day.
that the light of day could not give.
"We're getting crazier as a nation
London, on" coronation night, doubt- and as individuals
every day. Men
less will be more brilliantly illumi
are becoming more refined in their
nated than any other spot in the
vices, and as they do insanity inworld.
creases." This was the statement
Among the notable buildings that made by Dr. Hubert Work of Pueblo
are to be resplendent and glowing in to the convention of the American
electric lights fashioned to form ex- Medico Psychopathbloglcal Assocla-- .
pressions of loyalty and good wishes-t- tion at the Brown hotel at Denver this
"
the King and Queen, are the Bank week.
'!' i
of London, the Royal Exchange and
the Mansion House, numberless clubs
and big business houses; Dorchestet
ldl-- l A.k y.?rDr.Ktlfor
House, the residence of Whitelaw
I'lils la Be4 and Void netslllcf9
Reid, the American ambassador; the
txnet. sealed with Blue Klbboa. V
offices of the American embassy In
Take) mo atfcer. Buafrm v
AskfotCin.CH:-TEB- S'
PnunM.
Victoria street, and Stratton House,
MAHONn 1IHAND PILLS for B
known as Best. Safest, Always Reliabt.
vem
the
residence
occupied by
Piccadilly,
SOLD BY NUiGGlSTS RERYWHEKJohn Hays Hammond, the special
-

:

;

y

CHICHESTERSPILLS

CALIFORNIA
EXCURSIONS

San Francisco,

$4p0

Returning via Ogden, $56.dO.

desir-

ous of being present, it became necessary for the Office of Works to provide sitting room for no fewer than
4,040 official guests.
,
The stands outside are covered with
red and gold draperies, but as they
become filled with the distinguished
assemblage of invited guests, thee
colors are blotted out by the brilliant
uniforms of the men and the "gowns
of the women, until the whole scene
becomes one of animated color.
Inside the Abbey there has been
little attempt at ; discomparatively
play, beyond that necessary in , connection with the structural decorations for the seating of the spectators
and the coronation ceremonial. The
old gray arches lend their stately per
spective to the scene, untouched by
flags or any gleam of color. Resting
on the foundation of a splendid pile
carpet of Royal blue, into which' are
worked the emblems of the Order of
the Garter and other heraldic designs,
the central figures of the historic pic- turesTare grouped in their gorgeous

the

nd

SIo-cu-

'

Ticket5 on Sale July 2, 3 and 4.
Return Limit, July 6.

New Mexico

is of gold ornamented with diamonds
The
and other precious stones.
Queen's coronation ring Is also of gold
set with rubies.. There are many
other traditional features of the royal
regalia which figure in today's ceremonies, including the royal scepter,
the virge, the staff, the four swords of
spiritual justice, temporal justice, etc.,
the great golden spurs, the ring of
alliance, and many other quaint and
beautiful survivals of ancient days.
The American representation at the
coronation pageant will include the
American Ambassador, Whitelaw Reid,
acompanied by Mrs. Reid, and the
American special ambassador, Mr.
John Hays Hammond with his wife
and daughter. Mr. Reid will be at
tended by the officials of the American
embassy,, including the secretary of
the embassy, Mr. William Phillips and
Mrs. Phillips; the naval attache. Com
mander Simpson, and Mrs. Simpson;
and the military attache, Major
and Mrs. Slocum.
The American special ambassador,
Mr. Hammond, has- as his military
aide General Greeley, and his naval
aide Admiral Vreeland. Although hun
dreds of prominent Americans have
attempted to secure admission to the
Abbey few, if any, have been successful. President Taft's brother, Mr.
Charles P. Taft, and the latter's wife,
are among the few not holding official
positions who have been granted seats
in the Abbey. This was done by com
mand of King George on the sugges
tion of the British ambassador to
Washington, James Bryce.
The American wives of English
members of the nobility figure prominently in the exercises of the day.
Among these are three duchesses,
namely, the Duchess of Roxburghe,
the Duchess of Manchester and the
Duchess of Marlboqough.
formerly
Miss Goelet of Newport, Miss Zimmerman of Cincinnati and Miss Vander-bil- t
of New York respectively. Others
are the Marchioness of Dufferin, form
erly Miss Davis of New York; the
Countess
of Essex,
formerly Miss
Grant of New York; the Countess of
Suffolk, formerly Miss Leiter of Washington; the Countess of Granard,
formerly Miss Mills of New York; the
Countess of Donoughmore,
formerly
Miss Grace of New York; the Coun
tess of Craven, formerly Miss Martin,
of New York; and the Countess of
Tankerville, formerly Miss van Mar-teof New York.
Other American wives of British
peers are the Viscountess
Falkland;
Lady Cheylesmore;
Lady Newbor-ough- ;
Lady Monspn;
Lady Leith;
Lady Ashburton and Lady Bateman.
Many princes irom East India in
their gorgeous costumes are to be in
attendance. They include the Sultan
of Perak and the Sultan of Kedah, and
the honorary Indian
of
the King, including the Maharajahs of
Idar, Gwalior and Bikanir, who with
the Gaekwar of Baroda, are among

Louis Botha, and of Newfoundland,
Sir Sd ward P. Morris'.
Besides the foregoing the prime
ministers of New South Wales, Tasmania, Western Australia, Victoria,
New Brunswick, Ontario, Albejrta,
British
Manitoba,
Saskatchewan,
Columbia, Prince Edward Island and
Quebec take their places, while the
representatives of the Bahamas, Bermuda, British Honduras,
etc., complete the group.
Westminster Abbey, the venerable
edifice which has witnessed the
crowning of many Kings and Queens
and then has become their final rest
ing place, along with England's poetsT
authors and statesmen, has been prepared on a most elaborate seale for
the coronation ceremonies of today.
The scheme of decoration of the
famous cathedral on the banks of Hie
river Thames was originated and carried out by the Office of Works. Huge
stands have been erected on the
square and on the turf all along the
Abbey front for the seating of guests.
These annexes have altered' the familiar appearance of the church to a
considerable degree, although efforts
have been made to lend an air of age
to these stucco additions.
The space
in the Abbey is very limited and before it was possible to take into consideration any of the thousands of applications for invitations from the dis-
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dows will be immense and afford sufficient light that no clerk, however
hard the work, will get eye strain
from poor illumination.
The roof will
be concrete and will brave all the

.

II.

sor and other contractors.
During the ' past twelve months
new modern,
twenty-si- x
residences
have been completed or started in
various parts of the city.

tractively arranged.
The wainscoting will be of marble,
Italian blue over Verdi antique base.
The furniture oi the bank will be
and that of the ladies
mahogany
room willxbe such as to meet the approval of the most fastidious.
The lighting of the structure has
been carefully looked after. The win-

CATHEDRAL

a
Building operations involving
quarter of a million dollars or more
8 20
ifoolfax
68
4 15
are under way and speak eloquently
8 02
76
4 43
Oerrososo
7 46
82
Lv
5 00
Ar
Cimarron
of the boom that Santa Fe is enjoy6 35
Ar am
5 10
Lv
Cimarron
6 27
6 18
Nash.
ing.
6 17
6 2S
Harlan
Wherever one goes one sees new
6 00
....
94
Ute Park, N. M...LV
Ar
645
pm
pm
cottages and bungalows making theiriusome oi mem are
appearance,
ilOonnects at Oolfax with K. P. & S. W. Ry. train both Korthiand'Soutb.l
others are quite preten-- 1
and
expensive
gstage tor Van Houten N, M. meets trains at Preston N.I M.I
and will make Santa Fe more of
N. M., at 9:00 a. m. daily except
Stage leaves Ute Park, .V, M for UUzabethtown,
and ideal home city than
o,
tourist
te.uu
one
way J3.50 round trip; fifty pound bagitaxe carried free
andays, Fare
'
O. & S. train leaves Des Mcines, N, M- for the soutli at
p. m. arrives from Ithe ever.
m
th at 4:38 a.
Bronson Cutting of this city "will
soon move into his beautiful home off
G.
C,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
DEDMAN,
Buena Vista Heights. It is a house
GL P. Agent,
V. P. & G. M.,
Superintendent
EI Ortiz Hotel
built along the lines of
'
at Lamy and has a simplicity and
which appeal to every one.
Clark of the
J.
department of education hap broken
ground for another house in Mission
style and it will be to the left of the
a
Tesuque road and will command
fine view. It will be of adobe nnd
will be spacious, with a placita in the

From Santa Fe

find a public lobby in the center with
a ladies waiting room to the right and
the president's room to the left. There
are two offices for the cashier, one private and the other public.
The enclosure for the banking room
proper will be of marble and bronze
and the various windows will be at-

BUILDING
BOOM

ST.

Returning via Portland, $62.50

June

10

.

to 22 and 27 to July 5

Los Angeles, San Diego, $35.20
June 10 22d.
June 1st to September 30th,
Portland, Seattle and Tacortia,
.
Dales of Sale,

Direct Routes,

.

,

$41.90
C C AA

PW.vU

tetsn
to MU, Jaly 1st to Sit.
Stes-OvPrMleres.
Liberal
ISA, mi.-

Jue !7ti

er

For further particulars call on
any agent of this Santa Pa'. '.

tail,

Sep-Itat- w

;

II. S. LUTZ, Agent.
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There is no danger of crevasses, or
abysses, or avalanches.
Here one
can reach the altitude of some ofi
the famous peaks in the Alps without

FE HAS BEST
CLIMATE IN THE WORLD

I

Cool in Summer, Mild and Sunny in Winter. Center
of a Region Rich in Scenic and Other Wonders.
Forest Depths and Trout St earns.
(Cuts Used By Courtesy of the Valley Ranch.)
Aew Mexico hardly suggests cool i superb scenic highway
being under
preezes, trout nsmng ana comfortable construction between the two cities
days and nights in the good old sum- to bisect this great forest. . This road
mer time to the average traveler. already extends more than twenty
That is where he has a surprise com- - i miles out of Santa Fe, crossing tha
ing that is in the nature of a revela- - Balton Divide at an elevation of 9,000
'
t011- feet, and more than 20 miles out of
Last year the highest temperature j Las Vegas to picturesque El Porvenir
recoraea Dy tne u. s. weather Bureau and the Forest Planting Station on
at Santa Fe was 88 in the shade, and1 the upper Gallinas. This highway is

f

pines and

!

snow-covere-

d

peaks in it. ot these.
But w return to tne Dalton Divide,
from which on one side the waters
gathered from the eternal snows
rush down to the Pecos and on the
other into the Rio Grand
The diS-- I
l
tan.o to tho Bin
longer, the descent less precipitous
end the streams thereiore, gather unto
themselves greater volume.
nine on the north. In Taos

At the feet nestle Alpine blossoms
in such quantities that they weave
a pattern of oriental brilliancy to the
very rim of the mountain plateau.
Here is freedom, here is peace, here
to communion with the Most High,
here one can feel and understand as
the poet, who weary of the rush of
and saddened
gay Paris, nauseated
by the falseness, the vanity of what

l

danger, on horseback in a few hours,
ana on foot in a day's tramp.
West of the Rio Grande there are
two streams and car.ons, quite different from those enumerated.
The

Santa Clara, on which fishing is good,
but whose course offers what perhaps no other stream in the world
can duplicate.
At its mouth, is one
of ihe most picturesque of the Pueblo
villages, that of Santa Clara. Around
(.its middle course eather the nlifT
and communal dwellings, culminating
in tne mysterious Puye, a house of a
thousand rooms, which has been in
great part excavated by archaeoloAt its head, the depths of
gists.
the Jemez forest, which forms a natu
ral park of a million acres, just as
the Pecos forest is a park on the
east, the Carson Forest to the north
and the Manzano Forest to the south.
Just across the .Terne. TMvMo
r
f(,mfi1R anlllhiir
. enrln orwl tint ,.. ..
i

i'"'6-

-

1

'

.ass

iM
.fe

pmrkj

the mystery of an unknown past, who
may have been the ancestors of the
Pueblo Indians, or who may have
antedated them a thousand years, who
have left pictographs on the cliffs, and
nctroglyphs in the rocks, that no one

thing that Europe cannot parallel and
that is as unique as it is striking, that
merges attractions of widely varying
character, in which every one, artist,
Philistine, and mere Baedeker tourist, can find abundant Interest; that
satisfies the scholar and student, the
pleasure and rest seeker, the man
with the gun and the man with fish-in- ?
rod, the man in quest of health
or the woman in search of new titrations that "ordinary wonders" no

studied at the School of American
Archaeology, the only school in the
world, devoted to the American prehistoric civilization, and to which is
subsidiary the New Mexico Museum in
the Old Palace, which, with the adjoining Historical Museum constitutes a trio of attractions that in themselves should draw people to Santa
Fe, the oldest city in the United

longer can give. There is recupera
tion and there is inspiration on the
banks of these mountain streams, in
the shadow of these mountain fastnesses, on the trails of these primeval
forests.
There Is room for thousands, it is
a playground for the millions; there
are the comforts of such mountain resorts as the Valley Ranch or the
peaceful bungalow of the Ten Alders;

can decipher, whose communal and
cave dwellings have only been recently excavated by scientists, whose lite
history, as it is reavealed by the pottery, the implements, the fabrics, the
structures they have left, is now being

4
i

in the shade in a dry climate like
that of Santa Fe is more comfortable
than 70 In Chicago.
There was not
a night all of last summer that the
temperature did not drop to below
65, arid the drop always occurs early
in the evening, making possible a good
long night of refreshing sleep, when
elsewhere people swelter, toss and
groan because of the heat and the
humidity which nightfall does not alleviate.
It is difficult for the outsider to
8S

'

j

the key to marvelous mountain and
forest scenery and the entrance to as
fine a trout fishing paradise as is to

be found anywhere.
Here the Pecos rises, only twenty-fiv- e
miles as the crow files, from the
Rio Grande, which it joins after 500
miles of meandering through New
Mexico and Texas. Brook after brook
carries its waters to it on the forest
reserve, the Panchuella, the . Holy
Ghost, Willow, Davis, Indian, Cow
creeks, the Macho, Dalton and others,

mi't

w

some people call life, rame and happi- there are a number of
exceptionally
ness, took his staff and made on foot fine trout streams, on which nestle
the journey through the Hartz,
also Indian pueblos, a thousand or
more years old, for the aborigines
'O'er the mountains I would wander seem to have had an eye for scenic
Where the breezes, cool are blowing." beauty and a taste for trout from earliTo sit under the shade of the never est times. Such is the Rio Pueblo, for
silent pines, to lave the hands in the instance. Then there is the Penasco,
waters of the brook that laps on which is the quaint and ancient
against the moss covered rocks, to Fueblo of Picuris besides several prosdream for hours, to abstain even from perous native settlements, but which
thinking, and just surrender to the de- flows alone and without human habilights of being one with nature that tation in sight before it reaches the
is Nirvana, supreme satisfaction. To lower country. There, at an elevafollow the stream to its source with tion of more than 10.000 feet, not so
ice-co-

I

r

-- -

n

7 7'

7

..

ilere are

romance, history, ethnology,
archaeology, mountains, canyons, fishing, hunting, all within the compass oi
a day's tramp.
Twenty miles farther south, over
roads that traverse the Pajarito Park
ot twenty thousand cava, cliff, and
communal dwellings, and that skirt
the abyss of the White Rock Canon of
the Rio Grande cut into the volcanic
rock, lies the little vale of the Rito
de los Frijoles, the scene of Bandel- ier s Delightmakers, the meeting place
or tne tribes of the north with those
ot the south.
No wagon
road has
been ever built into its depths; even
the trail is steeper than other trails,
as if Nature intended to guard her
most cherished jewel most assiduous
The deep canon's entire length
ly.
gleaming in the sunshine, sings
stream of water from the purple
mountains beyond, splashing its spray
saucily against the gloomy cliff, in
which like a crow's
nest, is the
famous ceremonial cave large epough

States.

ft-III-

swan
-
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realize the fascination of Santa Fe;
he can hardly form an adequate idea
of the delight of cool days and cooler
nights, just as little as he can believe
until he has seen with his own eyes, the
sublimity, the beauty, of the surrounding mountain and forest scenery. The
impression outside of New Mexico is
that it is an arid country, and this
impression is correct with these modifications: New Mexico has eleven mil- -

I

d

'

when they

reach

the

plains, are noisy, perennial streams
alive with trout in the mountains.

'

;

Santa Fe lies in the very heart of
this region of scenic wonders. Eight
miles to the east is the boundary of
the Pecos National Forest of half a
million acres although the woodland
stretches to the limit of the Santa Fe
grant, and reaches from the gates of
"The City of Holy Faith,": to the gates
of Las Vegas, the "Meadow City,' a

divides the tributaries of the Pecos
from those that flow into the Rio
Grande.
Both systems rise on the
Pecos Forest and there is many a vantage- point where the eye roams beyond the Rio Grande on one side and
Bweeps - beyond the Pecos- on the
other?
But nine miles out of Santa
Fe, the Staked Plains, more than 200
miles southeast are visible, while
each turn of the head brings into
view new vistas of plain and mountain; the Taos range to the north,
the Magdalenas to the south and the
Valles range to the west, with portions of the cliff dwelling park in the
foreground, the eye covering in the
clear atmosphere some thirty thousand square miles of mountains, vald
Ten
leys, mesas and canons.
peaks, each over 12,500 feet
high, loom in view toward the north
and over it all bends the turquoise
sky that rivals that of Naples, and
lisps a breeze that is gentle as a
zephyr and yet has the tang of the
snow-covere-

3

line and hook in hand, to cast the
fly upon the waters where they eddy
at the base of a huge cliff and to feel
the tug of the trout at the pole is
a delight of another kind. To return
to camp tired but happy, to enjoy the
fresh trout fried in bacon fat and in
bread crumbs, to lie down to slumber
under the starry sky, is a third delight
which is vouchsafed the man or woman who dares to leave the beaten
tracks and come to Santa Fe to summer in its mountain and forest fastnesses at the city's very doors.
There is a compensation in the fact

far from the timber line, fishing is
declared superb. A catch of sixty
cr more trout in several hours is not
at all unusual.
There too, one runs
across Bruin and the
deer
and lesser game. Here may be foima
a sulphur spring on one side and an
iron spring on the other, with hot
springs further down the fertile val-

to accomodate a house of several
rooms, two stories in height, and with
a prehistoric kiva, now restored;
then sauntering by talus villages;
then singing by the ranch and
house of the Ten Alders; then loitering in the broad meadow which lies
at the foot of the peculiar circular
house of many rooms now in part ex
ley.
cavated and which from above gives
Going south there are other streams the
impression of resembling the Ro- worth while: the Santa Barbara, the
Truchas, the Santa Cruz, the Nambe,
the Tesuque, the Pojoaque, and best
of all. the Santa Fe, which gives life
fleet-foote- d

n

9.

--

After the return home from the
Santa Clara and the Rito de los
Frijoles, the visit to the New Mexico
Museum assumes a new aspect. Then
the mural paintings which depict the
Pajarito Park, the life of the Cliff
become
verities
Dwellers,
real,
The
breathing, living actualities.

Santa Fe Itself has comfortable hotels,
hospitable homes, good roads that
lead to new revelations in every direction; charming trails and bridle paths.
It is true, there are not yet big
overburdened with luxuries
of ultra modernity, with band music
for breakfast and orchestra tintinna- -

glow of the camp fire, the glimmer of
light in the caves, the overshadowing
hons nvran.MH
' l th" ht.h
vf
o"
the cliffs, the gloom of the forest, the
shadowy human figures, all become
part of a romantic life. The exhibits
of basketry, implements, are no longer
the dead remains of a buried past, but

bulations for dinner, but neither are
tnere sordii commercialism, nor toll
taKers, nor tne enronic itching or tne
palm of liveried servants nor the
high-pacexpense, which mar the stay
for any but the richest and most
vulgar in too many a summer and
winter resort.
That Santa Fe is the ideal summer
and winter resort of the Continent
a few choice souls have discovered;
they pledge their word of honor that
this is their opinion; they know it will
always be such for its forests are
safeguarded by Uncle Sam for future
generations; its mountains are eternal; its most precious cliff dwellings
are about to be declared a National
monument, to be preserved for all
times; its trout streams are protected
at their sources and restocked by
vigilant authorities; its playgrounds
are too vast to be fenced, too per1
ruanent ever to be effaced or even
spoiled, while the sunshine, the salu- brious, bracing air, the equitable climate, offer a constant refuge from the
discomforts of extremes and from disease and epidemics that haunt continually other portions of God's foot-

iw

i
i

3

4
-- S5

t :?
that so few have discovered this land to the Santa Fe valley and which
of a thousand
of which rises on the Lake Peak whith crystal
wonders,
mountain, stream,' fishing and gunning lakes in a gloomy crater just above
of
one
are

the many sided
only
phase
attractions such as bless no other section of this continent, for if the
crowds come piling in here, Santa Fe
might degenerate into a mere European watering placeor a fashionable
summer rendesvouz.
As It is, it is
infinitely more beautiful, more at
tractive, more joyous than any or all

its source, at an elevation of 12,000
To this point there
feet and more.
are good trails, and up the Santa Fe
Canon

w(nds the

Scenic

Highway.

Near Its source, too, is the Holy
Ghost Lake above which rises a crude
wooden cross of the Penitentes.
To the beauty of these mountain
fastnesses is added their accessibility.

4

X

i
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i

X

all alive with trout, all cutting their
way through gulches
and canons,
tumbling over cliffs and rushing by
acres and acres of columbine, cosmos,
choke cherries, and raspberries, or
murmuring sleepily for miles under
tall pines, fir and spruce trees. But
the Pecos is noblest of them all and
before it leaves the Pecos Forest Is
quite a majestic stream.
It is only a narrow ridge that

:

lion acres,' an area equal to that of
Maryland and New Jersey combined,
It- has several
in National Forests.
million acres more of privately owned timber lands.
It has stupendous
mountain masses, timbered to the
highest peaks, the most beautiful,
striking and highest of these ranges
being: the 31oodof Christ or Sangre
de Crista Range, which culminates
near Santa Fe in a dozen peaks from
12,500 to 13.250 feet high.
It has
a hundred or more rivers, which even
though they. dwindle and become
sand-logge-

f

man forum; and finally finding its
way through narrow and high canon
walls to the edge of a precipice over
which it makes two tremendous leaps
to gain the level of the Rio Grande
into which it sinks to sleep after a
most interesting Journey.
These falls
are surpassed In volume, rivaled In
beauty, but not equaled in height by
those of the Nambe, eighteen miles
north of Santa Fe.
In this canon of the Rito,
the
School of American Archaeology, with
headquarters in the Old Palace at
Santa Fe, holds a summer session;
here a tent city Is to cuddle in the
shadow ot the cliffs that at one time
were alive with a population whose
oriirjn and whose fate are shrouded in

e

fashion themselves into the aspira stool.
For further information apply to
tions, the achievements of a life and
C. G. RICHIE
blood civilization, which though more
than a thousand years old, actually Secretary, Chamber of Commerce,"
Santa Fe, N. M.
occupied this very country for many-morhundred years than the pale
(The pictures in this folder are used
races have been its possessors.
by courtesy of The Valley Ranch.)
The fact is, volumes have been writ
ten about Santa Fe, the Pueblo In
Notice for Publication.
dians, the Cliff Dwellers, but unfor
(07533. )
tunately, only scholars, scientists and Copy to forest supervisor, Pecos,
a few connoisseurs read them. The
N. M.
real, the practical, the most satisfying Department of the Interior,
study of this wonderful region is not U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M
from books or car windows, but with
June 13, 1911.
"Wanderstaab and frying pan." Such
Notice is hereby given that Jacinto
visitors will realize that not one half Ortiz, o Rowe, N. M., who, on June
has been or can be told'; that here, 9, made Homestead, No: 9530, for NE
Indeed, the United States has some- section- 35, township 15 N, range
ll E, has filed notice ot Intention to
r
make final
proof, to establish claim to the land above described,
before register or receiver, U. S. Land
Office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 21st
Lday of July, 1911.
e

-

in

I;

cara-vanseri-

five-yea-

Claimant names at witnesses:
Hilario Garcia, ot Santa Fe, N. M.;
Teofilo Herrera, of Lamy, N. M.; Dem- -'
erio Ribera, of Pecos, N. M.; Jesus
,
v
Lopez, of Pecos, N. M.
k

MANUEL R. OTERO,

'

Register."
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MRS. RORER'S

and

Santa Fe Dam No. SO sent floral offer-- j
jugs to be placed on tne comn 01
Frank R. Bothwell and escorted the
body to the depot this afternoon. The
body was sent to Pittsburg for inter

of-th-

COFFEES
First Class

rows of decorations on their The Prince of Wales, in garter robes, MILDRED BRIDGES
TESTIFIES f OR SEE.
breasts, the American official contin took his seat behind the throne.
THE OftlLY BOUND
gent, Special Ambassador John Hays
Then followed the various rites.
Hammond, with his aides, Admiral
(By Special Leased Wire to New Merlcam)
Vreeland and General Greeley, Am- Two bishops sang the Litany and the
III., June 22. Mildred
Chicago,
bassador Reid with his staff, almost Communion was recited.
ment.
the
girt whose
Bridges,
X
Santa Fe, N. M., June 22.
After a brief sermon, the king'
Fourth of July Rate The Denver the only officials wearing plain clothes
abduction Evelyn Arthur See, founder
X
for
Mexico
Xew
weather
The
and Rio Grande railroad today an- and the Chinese Prince Tsai Chen,
the Bible and signed the oath, of the Absolute Life cult is charged.
is generally cloudy with local
nounces a single fare for the round robed in gorgeous embroidered silks. swearing to govern according to the ' tndav testified on cross examination
thunderstorms this afternoon X
too
was
king
There,
deposed
Manuel,
Fourth of July
on account
laws of the land and to maintain thej that she had gone to live in' See's
X trip
and tonight or Friday.
form of religion, the. re-- ! called
celebration at Santa Fe, tickets to be of Portugal.
temple with the full consent
Tafts and Morgan.
sold July 2, 3, and 4, ani good until
cently modified form of this latter of her father and mother Her father,
Above the choir stalls were arrang- declaration being the signal departure
6.
The D. & R. G. is having
sne declared, had at one time been
Roof Paint, both red and black at; July
Fe advertis- ed tier after tier of boxes displaying from the traditional recital.
Santa
at
J
posters
printed
of the Absolute Lite- - Socie- president
Goebels.
"
"
pageant on- the the embroidered arms of the tnree
The king was appointed by the ty.7
Ice Cream on Sunday at Capital ing the DeVargas
Above the choir stalls were
I kingdoms.
Fourth.
Archbishop of Canterbury; the Lord ,'
City Dairy. Milk and cream always on
Oluer uers ui seaia auu uuugeiuo Great Chamberlain touched his
Mr. Swope's Funeral Tomorrow
1S8.
majes-- j
Black
hand. Phone
were
seven
thousand
people
who met nearly
nei.-wasj- j
s neeis wun me spurs,
ty
Found a Meal Ticket, owner can The body of Fred W. Swope,
MARKET REPORT
could
as
as
closely
they
congregated
Rawith sword of state, invested
'have same by identifying it and death in a railroad accident at
un- girded
them
the
be
only
Among
packed.
t
.1
ka!
vo
i
has
and
Imiuriol
anil
'
ton, has arrived in the city
i
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paying for this advertisement.
MONtiY AND METALS.
estab- official Americans were Charles P.
'.
the ring and sceptre.
j
Some Beautiful Samples ot L.inen: bten taken to the undertaking
New York, June 22. Call money
Mrs.
with
brother
the
Taft,
president's
on
East
&
of
lishment
Mul'igan
Rising
Fabrics just received at Goebels.
Miss Taft, J. Pierpont MorPrime paper 441-2- ;
Reverently, the archbishop placed
avenue where the funeral ser- Taft and
Longest Day of Year Today is the Palace
and eight newspaper correspond- the crown upon the king's head. Mexican dollars 45;
Amalgamated
gan
tom.
longest day of the year, and according vices will be held at 2:30 P.
ents. Mrs. Taft wore a white satin Again' the trumpets sounded,
and 70
Atchison 112
Sugar 119
to the almanac, the beginning of sum- morrow. Interment will be in Odd gown embroidered in brilliants and once more the 'abbey resounded
Great Northern, pfd. 136; New
Fellows' cemetery.. The Rev. B. F.
mer.
' Nothern - Pacific
her jewels were pearls and diamonds. with cheers and the cry "God save the Central r 109
will
Summers
officjate.
Just to let you
e
For Automobilists
158
The oblations at altar, and 132
Southern
white
King!"
of
Miss
was
Taft's
gown
Dr.
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know that it can be done, Gerdes, the
cifie 119
Union Pacifle '184; Steel
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chief
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with
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tulle
crystal
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Cash Store, has on display and will O. R. Haymaker and family of
pfd. 1181-8- .
function of the ceremony.
in their beads. She wore a pearl necklace.
suffered a breakdown
sell you Auto Scarfs at prices that
was
The
formed
then
fot:
procession
8kEouis, June 22. Spelter higher
Above the choir screen was an or
automobile while traveling from that
can not be duplicated anywhere.
the return to Buckingham Palace.
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'
was
an
there
where
chestra
at
platform
Among those
At the Sanitarium
city to Warrensburg. Mo. This left
and sev
the Sanitarium recently registered ; them stranded in the Mescalero sands, orchestra of eighty musicians,
eral hundred male singers t selected
are Mrs. Helen M. Stephens of New j 42 miles east of Roswell and Dr.
of
this.
H.
S.
Mrs.
Clancy
into
the city from the principal choirs of the king
maker had t0 waik Dact
City,
dom.
McCONVERY;
of Tres for water and BUDPijS.
city, Simon M. McKinney
Americans Present.
Peidras.
,
Howse Will Serve D. E. Howse
HARDY PLANTS AND FLOWERS.
SWEEf PEAS.
arrange
The whole complicated
Physician's Widow Hangs Herself
convicted in Eddy county for manI have the finest Sweet Peas ever seen in Santa Te, and can
Mrs. Julia Coates, widow ot , a Mil- slaughter and sent to the penitentiary ment for seating from 7,000 to 8,000
waukee physician,
hanged nersel! for one to two years, has withdrawn persons were carried out smootniy
f ill orders, large or small, In many choice varieties in separate
with her petticoat after she had con- his appeal and will serve his sentence. and with the best of order. The ar.f'
colors or mixed colors as desired.
'
rival of further guests attracted con
fessed at St. Louis to stealing a ?400
Accuser
Assaults
DAHLIAS AND OTHER FLOWERS IN SEASON.
v
1
diamond ring.
Tobs Stewart was released from the stant attention.
MAIL ORDERS GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION
CASH WITH ORDER.
The Weather The temperature yes- Roswell police force and immedately
When J. Pierpont Morgan entered
' -:- Black
204.
'415 Palace Ave.
Phone,
terday was. 53 to 72 degrees and the in a restaurant assaulted Hipolito many whispered his name as he shook
average relative humidity was 62 PerjChaves wnom h? accused o inforra. hands with several ladies In the dipcenu
lomatic circle before proceeding to his
lesieiutiy. was yaiuj wuuuj ing against him.
with showers and thunderstorm and
seat. He was accorded a decidedly
Important! Decisions' By Chief Jus good
cooler weather than usual.
reception as were Mr. and Mrs.
at
In
court
district
tice
the
Pope
The condiCondition Unchanged
!
Taft, and Miss Taft. The Americans
Chief
ruled
that
Justice
Pope
tion of Judge John H. Knaebel, who Roswell,
In the secoccupied
places
prominent
to
have
the right
was stricken with paralysis yester- the city authorities
ond row of the diplomatic gallery. Mr.
,v BREAD I1AKER
Miss Alice destroy liquor seized where the pros- Morgan wore a court uniform of black
day, remains unchanged.
fma,
'
man
from
whom
ecution
is
the
Kanagainst
L. Cowen, a trained nurse from
velvet, knee breeches and silver but
mixes and
sas, has been engaged to nurse the the liquor was taken, but have not tons and a sword.
the right to confiscate liquor the propkneads Eread
Mr. Taft had the same costume exjudge.
Watch Us make' the very finest fili- erty of a person not a defendant. In cept that he wore a white vest Am.; thoroughly
gree jewelry that can be made. Our the case of tne City of Roswell ts. bassador Reid and Mrs. Reid had exin
in Three Minutes,
work shops are open to the tourists. Will Olmstead the court upheld the cellent seats on the floor of the AbOur stock of watches. Jewelry and sil- - validity of the city's Prohibition ordi- bey close by the throne. Mr. Reid,
Iverware is not equalled in New Mex- - nance. In the case of the City vs. the who was readily recognized and cordiS. Spitz.
Eastern. Railway of New Mexico for ally greeted, was In evening dress
jico.
do
of
San Juan Dance Many Santa Feans bringing intoxicating liquor from
and wore a number of medals
v
are preparing to go to San Juan pue-- :
into Roswell, the court ruled patriotic societies.
bio tomorrow to witness the dance in favor of the city but merely
William Phillips, secretary of the
which will be held there Saturday. A
so that the case might be tak- American embassy was in plain evedescription of this dance will be pub- en to the higher .court. In two other ning clothes.
lished in the New Mexican tomorrow cases it' was ruled that the city canThese arrivals occupied attention
l
afternoon.
until the coming of the members of
f
not appeal as prosecutor from a
the English royal family.
Given Big Alimony Mrs. Kate
the peace case lost by H.
of Gallup was yesterday granted
The decorations were beautiful.
Prince of Wales Arrives.
a divorce at Albuquerque from Stev- - Why? The flowers came from Mc- The royal guests making up the
en Canovan. She is given $20,000 ali-- Convery. A great variety. See adver. first
procession had been seated when
mony, $1,500 attorney s fees and cus-- : tisehent.
at 10:20 o'clock the second procession
was
a
minor child. Cruelty
tody of
arrived. The Prince of Wales, a boy
the ground for divorce.
DRESSES AT CORONATION.
ish figure was the cynosure of all eyes
Lovers of Bread well know how
and the cheering ot the crowds out
hard it is for any woman to knead
(Continued Fr6m Page One.)
side as he Entered the Abbey could
bread properly. The Santa Fe Hardbe heard within its walls merrily ring'ware and Supply Company have solv-- i Henry of the Netherlands; Yusuf
ing bells sent an echo to the roof,
ed the question. The new way is both
Din, the heir, of .the Turkish There was a pretty incident as the
of Japan, junior members of tbJ3rltish family
quick and sanitary. See their adver- throne; Prince Fushimi,
with the heroes of the Russian war. entered.
tisement.
They were saluted with a!
Last Tribute to Dead The members Admiral Togo and General Nogi in blast of trumpets and every one rose
of the Independent Order of Beavers, full uniforms with much gold lace as
& SUPPLYCO.
they were conducted to their seats.
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Time You Owned a Woltkam."
We hare a wide assortment of Waltham Watches at a wide prici
range in thin models: plaiu anil
fancy cases. See us about a Waltham
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UNIVERSAL

WALTHAM WATCH
The Waltham is the most
of
That is
Sthy we make it our leader end
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SANTA FE HARDWARE

THE
Closing Out Salejto Begin

THURSDAY, JUNE 22nd for

One Week Only

PAIRS LADIES' OXFORDS will be sold for a good deal less than
cost. This Closing Out Sale is Odds and Ends one or two pairs
of a kind. They are A No. 1 Goods, American Lady Make, made by the
largest shoe house in the world,
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They ate made well, latest styles, smart and snappy in eyey particular
well made
Oxford to bold its shape and place
on the foot. It must fit all over
or it will slip and rub.
To make a perfect Oxford is an art that the Largest
Makers of Shoes in the World have mastered in the
American Lady Shoe,
In every sense it is the best shoe for the money.

It takes a miglity

We have a large line of American Lady Shoes
in the newest and best styles for Spring and
Summer Wear. Come in and let us show you
what real shoe satisfaction is.

$4.00
3.75
3.50
3.25

PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS t
now
now $2.10
$2.75
$3.00
"
"
2.60
2.75
1.75
"
"
2.50
2.50
1.60
1 .00
"
"
2.25 I 2.00

1
'

was ever offered in Santa Fe. These
that
THIS will be the
snap
biggest
'U'-v.'
shoes must be sold regardless of price. Do not buy one pair, but 2 or
3 pairs, and puf away for next summer at such ridiculous prices.
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Don't forget the date, June' 22nd

NATHAN SALMON
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